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What are superconductors?

1-Meissner effect (perfect diamagnetism)
2-Meissner effect  perfect conduction 

(superconductivity)
3-The converse is not necessarily true.



Ohm’s law and metallic behavior



Why does Meissner effect lead to 
superconductivity?



Massive photons



Meissner effect



Gauge symmetry breaking



Cooper pairs and gauge symmetry breaking



How do Cooper pairs form?



Isotope effect

There is no isotope effect on superfluid density (~London penetration depth^(-2) )



Phonon mediated attraction between electrons



High temperature superconductors

1- High Tc  i.e.  Tc > 30 K

2- Insulating parent state 

3- Very different from conventional superconductors

4- Rich phase diagram: jungle of exotic phases

5- Strong correlations

6- Superconductivity only occurs in horizontal x-y plane



Phase diagram

 SC: d-wave superconducting state

 Fermi liquid: metallic behavior

 AF: anti-ferromagnetic order (Neel order)

 Normal state (strange metal) : linear temperature resistivity

 Pseudo-gap: Fermi arc, gap in spectral function along some directions



Hubbard Model
The simplest model capturing the physics of cuprates



What is unique about the cuprates? (P.A. Lee, 2009)

Pure CuO2 plane Single band Hubbard model, or its strong
coupling limit, the t-J model.

⇒

Dope
holes t

J t ≈ 3 J1)  low dimension

2) H = J Σ Si · Sjnn

large  J = 135 meV
Competition:

t favors delocalization of electrons

J favors ordering of localized spins3)  quantum spin S =1/2





Neel order & Anti-ferromagnetism



Resonating Valence Bond (RVB) state

P.W. Anderson, 1987

1-Anti-ferromagnetic interactions  singlet valence bond formation RVB

2-These singlet valence bonds mimic Cooper pairs.

3-These pairs are localized and cannot move at undoped cuprates.

4-Upon doping, they can move by a chance proportional to doping.

5-Freely moving Cooper pairs leads to super-conductivity.



Phase diagram within slave boson approach



Isotope effect

Summary:

Substantial isotope effect for underdoped, but little 
or no isotope effect for optimal and overdoped.

However, there is isotope effect on the superfluid 
density, ns /m*, for all doping. 

On the other hand there is no isotope effect on 
Fermi velocity by Laser ARPES, while there is shift 
in “kink” energy.  
(Iwasawa..Dessau,PRL101,157005(08)

Khasanov …Keller, PRB 73,214528 (06)

Qualitatively consistent with the idea 
that in UD, Tc is controlled by ns/m*.

YBCO



Isotope effect



Normal metal & pseudo-gap phases 
within slave boson approach

Transport scattering rate vs. T  
(proportional to resistivity)

Length of the Fermi arc vs. T



Conclusion & Outlook
 Physics of high Tc is different from conventional superconductors.

 Pairing mechanism is probably not caused by phonons. At least phonons 
are not playing primary role as the driving force for SC.

 RVB picture and its slave boson implementation capture the essence of 
high Tc physics.

 Isotope effect can be explained within the slave boson picture.

 Limitations of Anderson theory can be resolved within the more general 
picture of “electronic and phononic mechanism of high temperature 
superconductivity.”

 Several details remain to be explained.



Thanks for your attention 
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